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I'nrticle Production Measuremellts by E802/E859/E866 
and Recent Results from NMA in  '"Au + '06Au Collisions a t  11.6 A.GeV/c 

Sun- y i ii Fungt3 1 
Ueyarliuenf o j  Physics, Uniuersrfy OJ Calljornrcc u i  R i i ~ e r ~ i d e  
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1. Introductioi1 

The focus of relativistic heavy ion physics research program is the production 
aiid study of extreme conditions in nuclear matter. In 1984 the E802 Collaboration 
was established to conduct the first major heavy ion experiment with the 14.5 GeV/c 
oxygen beam at the AGS. Its goal was to study particle production in nucleus-nucleus 
central collisions. The apparatus' consists of a large aperture magnetic spectrometer, 
with segmented Cerenkov counters, a the-of-Bight scintillation counter array, time 
projection chambers and wire chambers for tracking and particle identification; a lead 
glass array to measure total neutral energy; a streamer tube array to determine total 
multiplicity and meamire pseudorapidity of emerging particles; and a total absorption 
sampling caloririielcrr to nieasiire the kineticenergy of the projct:tile fragments at small . .. 

forward angles. 
This detector svstem Iias been further upgraded for the second (E859) and third -. - ~ 

generation (E866) cxperirnents, including additional wire chamber planes for track- 
ing, a segmented Cerenkov complex to identify high momentum particles, a second 
level particle identification trigger, an array of phoswich detectors. The main empha- 
sis for the E859 runs was on particle correlations study, strange particle production, 
and particle spectra with extended momentum range. Si projectiles were used exclu- 
sively with two tnrgct materials, AI and Au. 'The third generation experirnent. E866, 
used the lieavicr mass gold beain with the addition of a initltiplicity array detector 
arid a forward s i i i d l  aperture spectronwtar. I shall present some particle production 
measurements by our collaboration, and preliminary measurclllents from the new 
niiiltiplicity array. Particle spectra obtained through the new forward spectrometer 
arc prc:seiltetl hy 7,. Chen at this Confcrcncc and will not be dcsbrihed here.' 

2. Results from E802/E859 

'Phe enrlicsl ni(:ilsItremcrits i n  E802 with the liglltcr rnass projectiles such as oxygerl. 
already yielded the following results: the saturation of stopping with heavier targets 
such as silver and gold; the strange meson enhancement; characteristic temperatures 
for different production species. Later measurenlents in  E859 with the exclusive 
use of Si projectiles yielded two-particle correlation, anti-proton production, and 4 
production measutcrnents. Aniong sotne of the most interesting results are: 

0 Nuclear stopping was observed from the total neutral energy spcctrn measured 
by the lead glass arrays.' I n  oxygen-nucleus collisions, lhe spectra for heavier 
targets siich as Cu arid Air became virtually identical above 50 GeV, indicating 
that the oxygen projectile at 14.6 CeV/A is siibstantially stopped by nuclei 

'See the contribution by 2. Chen in these proceedings. 
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the size of cu or larger. 't'liis phenomenon was fiirtbcr provtw I)y ilie peak 
obscrwd at zero energy in the forward energy spectra measured by the Zero 
degree calorimeter (ZCAL) for Si f Ail , but not for Si f AI collisions. The 
implication is that for gold targets, the degradation of the projectile is complete. 
The rapidity distributions of produced protons also reflected tlie degree of stop- 
ping in nucleus-nucleus collisions at AGS energies. Preliminary A u t  Au  central 
data exhibited a clear peak at midrapidity in tlie rapidity density distribution, 
indicating that a fair number of baryons were piled up at the midrapidity, a 
necessary condition for the formation of high baryon density. 

0 Correlation study of like charged pions and kaons was carried O L I ~  for inany 
projectile-target systems wi th  the IIanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometry 
technique '. The positive kaon correlation in central SifAu collisions was the 
first ever measurement carried out in  any systern. Both orp+Ine!isional and 
two-tlimeesional correlation function were used to fit the kaon and pion data. 
The motion of the pair frame was corrected. The rms radius for the kaon source 
is 3.22f0.37 fm. This is to be compared with that of the pion source, 3.93f0.28 
fm. In general, the kaon source size and its lifetime are smaller than those for 
pions in all fits. Both the pioii and kaon sources are oblate with tlie iiiajor 
axis ( perpendicular to the beam direction ) approxiniately 25'3; larger tllatl tlle 
minor axis ( parallel to the beam), The pion production volulrle ai i t l  Iifetible 
are siinilar withill statistical errors for both AI atld Au targets. Unlike the 
pion source. tlie proton source shows significant target dependence iltid is the 
largest for the S i t A u  system, 4.50f0.14 fm. A Monte Carlo study based on 
the dynainical model ARC with I3559 spertronictcr acccptatice revealed strong 
dynainical correlation. 

e Tlic anti-proton yield, the to the large annihilation cross sectiorl, is seusitive 
to the baryon density and hadronic formation times. The ratios of anti-proton 
to pion arid kaon decrease with increasing target mass. In  the rapidity range 
covered (O.S<y<1.8), the inverse tnt slopes are almost constarit, and drops 
slightly at y >  1.3. The mean value is approximately213f 15 MeV, similar to the 
inverse slope for protori, which is consistent wi th  tho prediction of liyclrodynanlic 
expansion model. 

e Strange particle productiori cnhancernent w a s  obscrved.'I The k'+-/rt ratio is 
found to increase as a function of projectile mass, target mass, and centrality. 
For AI target, and for the most peripheral interactiolls for Cu and Au targets, 
rniiltiplicities increase linearly with the number of projectile participants. For 
the central collisions, the (lata for both pion and kaon rise much faster than l in-  
early, and reflect the importance of multiple interactions. Tlie absolute yiclds 
of kaon in central collisions of SifArl arc larger by a factor of 25.30 than those 
in peripheral collisioiis of SitAI. The K/lr ratios differ by a hctor of two. The 
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/<+[n+- ratio is the highest for central collisions with the largest target. The 
ratio of kaoii yields, K+/K-, has the similar magnitude and rapidity depen- 
deiicc for I hese two systems, whicli span tlic lowest and the highest numbers 
of projectile and target participants. This result is rcrriarkable, given that It'+ 
alid K- Iiavc different production mechanisms. 

2 

0 One of tlic interesting finds of E859 was the detection of the 4 i n  the &+I(' 
channel at 14 degrees for central events. The inverse slope parameter is 176 '- 

MeV, similar to the kaon slope and not to the proton slope parameters. The 
latter observation would exclude a thermally expanding source where the slope 
parameters are associated with the mass. The calculated cross section is  con- 
sistent with ;in extrapolation in energy of the known p-p cross sections. 

e 'I'lie global transverse energy spectra of produced particles were measured with 
lead glass array in E602 and E859 for OfA and Si+A collisions. From these re- 
sults the gross particle production properties may be described as an incoherent, 
sitin of the individual projectile nucleon-nucleus reactions. Two arrays of lead- 
glass bloclts werc deployed for %+AI, Si+ Au and Au+Au collisions. The shape 
of the ET spectrum for AutAu is very different from that ol SitA1. With the 
absence ol a plateau in tlie mid ET values for SifAl, it was iiot possible to rec- 
oiicile the two shapes with any energy staling , A substantially larger rescaling 
factor is needed to go from the Si+Au to AutAu system thau what is predicted 
froni ~ h c  isotropic fireball model. The shape of the entire Au+Au spcctrclm can 
be t lcwxilcxl  quite well by the geomctric Wouiidcd Projectile Nucleon Model 
using the Si+Au data for the same detector and extrapolate through an efFective 
p+Au spectrum. Thus, the overall particle production for SifAl and Si tAu 
at 14.6A GeV/c and again for AutAu at 11.6 A GeV/c lnay be interpreted as 
arising lrom incoheretit nucleon-nacleus collisions. 

3. E866 Detector  Upgrade: t h e  New Multiplicity Array 

la A t i t  A u  collisions one hopes to produce events with high energy density, high 
baryori density or high entropy density, since extremes in tlicse variable are necessary 
for the appearance of new types of physics such as a phase transition of either to the 
quark gluon plasma, or to a chirally symmetric state. High multiplicities would be 
associated with tlic production of entropy. High baryon densities are of interest since ! 
these iniglit lead to shifts in the inasses of particles resulting in the copious produc- e: ,  
t-ioii of iulti-bar~*oiis o r  shifts i n  the invariatit mass spectrum li + I { -  pairs resulting 
fronl 6 nieson decays. One woulcl also study quantities, such as the lc/r ratio, pion " 

inultiplicity, anti-proton multiplicity, and inverse slope parameters as a function of 
the iiiultiplicity for central collisions and look for correlated changes. This would be 
cloue hy sclectiiig a sample of central events wing the zero degree calorimeter, and 
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Fig. 1. NMA Multiplicity Distribution. 

within this sample, comparing events with high and low particle multiplicity. In the 
first run of E866 a wide range of transverse energies was observed for the most central 
collisions using the lead glass. A new multiplicity array (NMA) was built to handle 
the extremely large multiplicity associated with gold-gold collisions, and to provide a 
refined means of event characterization, 

The new detector waa designed to count produced particles (pions) and not target 
nucleons, and to have a large coverage in pseudorapidity, from q = -0.4 to I,I = 
2.4, and large azimuthal coverage without compromising the performance of the two 
spectrometers located downstream. The device give dN/dq on an event by event basis. 
Together with data from the spectrometer, i t  will yield the multiplicity distribution 
of 10. 

The detector consisted of 346 modules of solid lucite Cerenkov detector surround- 
ing the target area. The selection of Cerenkov light as the detection mechanism, 
allows us to reject slow particles (mostly protons) and measure primarily produced 
particles, Lead sheets of 0.3 radiation length in thickness were placed in front of some 
modules to convert photon from ao decays. On the average each photon will have a 
25% chance of conversion. This means that on the average each r0 will contribute 
one minimum ionizing electron to the signal. The lead sheets also screen out delta 
rays. In combination with a requirement that an electron penetrate at least 2 cm 
of the lucite to have a signal that is mistaken for a minimum ionizing particle, delta 
electrons with energy below 10-20 MeV will be rejected. This means that for a 1% 
interaction length gold target, and a central collision with about 700 particles in  the 
final state, the error in the measured multiplicity introduced by delta rays is less than 
3 percent. 

The first measurements with the NMA were completed in the 1994 fall running. 
The highest detected multiplicity in the pseudorapidity range -0.4 5 q S 2.8 was 
about 420. as shown in Figure 1. Pseudorapidity distributions were obtained for all 
detected particles and neutral pions as shown in Figure 2a and 2b. The latter distri- 
bution is obtained by taking the difference in responses of one and two lead converter 
configurations to the photons from the neutral pions. The neutral pseudorapidity 
distribution peaked at M 60, similar to the charged pion distributions ohtairlcd from 
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Fig. 2. (a) Pseudorapidity distribution of all NMA detected particles for central collisions. (b) 
Pseudorapidity distribution of neutrel pions from NMA and of rt from E866 spectrometer mea- 
surements. The solid curves are ARC predictions forro and I+ for b < 3 fm central events. 

the spectrometer. The total multiplicity for the full phase space was extracted t,O 
be R 550, which is consistent with the spectrometer measurement, when taking in@ 
account that the NMA is sensitive only to the 20% of the protons with momentum 
greater than 2 .9 GeV/c. In the spectrometer data M 420 pions, 25 kaons and '160 
protons were counted. 

It is anticipated that in central Au+Au collisions the nuclear matter density can 
reach extremely high values - ten times its normal density for a duration of 5 fm/c. 
The NMA will play a crucial role in selection of the most central events where mass 
shift of resonances, formation of chirally symmetric state or quark gluon plasma might 
occur'. 

4. Summary 

The E802/859/866 has yielded many new and interesting results. The new forward 
spectrometer arm and the multiplicity array will further enhance the study of AufAu 
central collisions. 
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